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780 GIVE ME TIME! | JUST STARTED TWO

AHA HOURS AGO TO CATCH A FISH FOR
DJ) SUPPER, SO THIS |S NO JESTING

Ja MATTER WITH ME, BOY! I'M

GOING: YO EAT WHAT | CATCH!

AWN, THERE, MR. BLOTZ ¢
WHATCHA CATCHING COLD?
OR ARE YA JEST SETTIN' THERE
YO PASS “THE TIME? WHERE

ARE ALL NER FISH, HUH?
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He’ll Dine

TA MSY COME OUT, MY DAINTY 7
WIRES ORS supper LETS SEE WHAT

NOU LOOK LIKE! TROUY,
BASS, CATFISH =WHAT WiLL

| DINE ON TONIGHT 2.
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CLAW-LIKE HAND APPEARS
1 ROM SOME SECRET PANEL §

  
By Osborne
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7771" |/ 1 HOPE YOURE \
/ NOT PLANNING ON
| DOING ANYTHING
NSUNDAW, FELIX
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JMILTONS ARE
GOING To HEAR TERRENCE

| SOMEBODY, THE POET.GIVE
A READING, AND I SAID
WED GO WITH THEM-

     

 

. BLAA-ski ].

our POEMS were SIM-
PLY GORGES !- THAT ONE
aBouT THE BROusN EVE-

\ DROPPER OR SOMEHWG-
mv DEAR /. it was SIMpy
Too woNoegruL /- How DO
vou THINK oF THEM120

PETES SAKE

  

  

     

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

Clancy Kids

The Gnly Way to Win

Her, Timmie, Is to Give

Her a “Ring”

    
PERCY L. CROSB

{© by the McClure Newspaper Syndicate
 

1D G1vE ANYTHING TO BE ABLE

The To TALK To DORA BUT I'VE CALLED

HER UP SO MANY TIMES
THAT | WOULDN'T.

DARE DO IT AGAIN
ANYWAY SHE SAID IN

SHE'D CALL ME UP.
OH, IF SHE ONLY

wOuLD- GEE!
SHE'S A
PEACH, A
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WILLYOU CALL
YOUR MOTHER To
THE "PHONE ?
MOTHER WANTS
TO KNOW HOw
TO PUTA PATTERN
TOGETHER.
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Remedies Recommended

to Cure Noise in Sets
Disturbances in radio sets caused by

eiectrical appliances, and other noises

that reflect back into the electric

light lines, are attracting the atten=

tion of the committee on inductive co=

ordination of the National Electric

Light association and the Radio Man-
ufacturers’ association,

The committee has brought out two

important points that should be given

very careful consideration by engi-

neers working on sets to be operated

direct from the light socket without

intermediate batteries. These prob=

| lems are fading, due to voltage flue-
tuations, and noise.

The electric light companies are

| naturally interested in keeping the

| voltage of their lines as uniform as

| possible. There is, however, an eco-

| nomic point beyond which it is im-

| practical to go. While the voltage
| huctuations often are kept within 3

| per cent, they frequently fluctuate 5
| per cent. Five per cent is scarcely no-

| ticable at a light socket and accord-

| ingly, has been taken to represent

| good practice.
| A radio set operating directly from

| the light lines must be adapted to &

| 5 per cent voltage fluctuation from

| normal. This means that there will

be a total swing of 10 per cent. The

| lighting companies have experienced

| considerable difficulty in the way of

i complaints, due to the volume of the

| set swinging in and out with these
| minor voltage fluctuations. The co-

| ordination committee, accordingly,

asks that engineers designing socket

| power sets give consideration to bal-

| last lamps or some other device that
{
|

 

 

will take care of fluctuations. The

| other alternative is to have the set

| designed so that a fluctuation of this

| sort will not noticeably affect the vol-

ume, Most of the current design iS

along the latter line.

| With a battery-operated set, dis-

| turbances on electric lines get into a

radio set only through radiation.

When, however, sets are connected

directly to the light socket, minor

disturbances that will net cause

enough radiation to be noticeable may

get into the set and cause a bother-

some background of noise. This can

be taken care of very readily by suit-

| able filter arrangements. The power

companies are taking active steps to

| reduce this noise level, but much of

it is beyond their control, and the set

{ manufacturer must provide his own

remedy.
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{ Excessive voltage or defective insu-

| lation will cause condensers to break

down.
| The average radio receiver is used
| three hours a day, or about 1,000

{ hours a year.

An antenna from 40 to 50 feet high

| is the best for escaping great barrages

| of static.
Light machine oil will remove finger

{ marks from the panel of a receiver

| and control knobs.

| Sulphate begins to form when a bat-

| ery is in a run-down state.

Motorboating is caused by residual

ripple in the plate voltage supply.

More than one set can operate from

the same aerial wire with the use of

special circuits.

A high inductance choke coil is ef-

fective when it is connected in series

with a grid leak or a plate coupling

resistor,

Low “C” batteries cause many trou-

bles and noises in the radio receiver.

They should be renewed at least every

four months.

The simplest remedy for fading is

to have a variable volume control at

the receiving end.

The tube is the weakest element of

the set.

Mounting Resistors for
Better Heat Radiation

In laying out the power resistors in

a plate supply unit there is ust

distinct advantage to be gai

mounting the resistors v

This results in the use of minimum

baseboard space and, wha

{ important, in better heat 1
The radiation from a body depends

| largely on the temperature of the

body and the temperature and velocity

of the surrounding air. When the re-

  

 

 

 

{
sistor is mounted vertically there is a

“stack™ effect whict

celerated air circulation and hence

results in ac

  

better radiation of the heat. The. term
curate in this

due to the

| radiation is really not

 

   
   

allvcally

|

| sense, since the heat

| air circulation is t

| “convection,” but the
come to connoie all .

| those due to convection and conduc-

tion.

Grid Suppressors for

Oscillation Control
conversion of receivers using

   

ippressors, for the control of

ons, from battery to A C. op-

eration it is important to properly ad

« Just these to insure maximum stable

| amplifica 1 In the usual circuits

| it" is pos to decrease the resist

ance 30 or 40 per cent, which results

in improved amplification, particular
ly at the high frequencies, and better

selectivity characteristics at these

high frequencies,

 

  
    


